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Abstract: Key Performance Index is used to assess the current performance of staff. It also used as guide action
towards improvement and enhancement of the performance. Identifying performance measurement becomes
challenging when done manually and sometimes could be bias and time consuming. Key Performance Indicator
(KPI) Management System was developed that aims to assist faculty and university managements to assess
academic staff’s performance. This paper proposes Weighted Sum Method in evaluating performance for
academic staffs. As a conclusion, the proposed method was able to evaluate and monitor the performance of
academic staff effectively.
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INTRODUCTION Tahunan (SKT) form. This is because; evaluator doesn’t

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) is related to goals indicator/criteria.
or objectives and provides a means for tracking The are several KPI management system has been
performance against that goals or objectives. KPI are used developed using various approach of decision making
to assess current performance and guide action towards system. Among frequently used methods are Analytical
improvement and enhancement. Its also help to know Hierachical Method (AHP), Weighted Sum Method
whether the organizations are succeeding in their mission (WSM), Rule Based Techniques (RBT) and Decision
[1]. There are many performance measurement approaches Trees Method [4-5]. The simplest method and well known
employed by organizations. As stated by [2], the method is WSM [6-7]. Some examples of KPI management
methodologies, methods and techniques of measurement system that implement decision making models has been
are too many, such as balanced scorecard, performance discussed in [8]. The study in [9] describe the
measurement matrix, performance pyramid and measures combination of use between ‘weighted sum model’
for time-based competition. This study carried out at technique and ‘additive utility model’ for evaluating
Faculty of Informatic and Computing of UniSZA to infrastructure design proposals whilst in [10] discuss the
measure  academic  staff performance. The current approach to selecting relevant KPI using multi criteria
practice of performance measurement for academic staff is decision making method. The study in [9] contributes to
done manually. It leads to the problems of time consuming sustainability science in the area of sustainable
and bias evaluation[3]. Therefore there  is  a  need to infrastructure projects delivery in developing countries,
develop a system to execute the performance of academic for which Africa is significant for global success.
staff without any prejudice. Another problem is Meanwhile [10] believe that implementing such a
inappropriate marks are given to the staff when comparing Performance Management System will certainly help
with staffs activities/performance in Sasaran Kerja Institutes to raise their quality standards.

have the proper guidance marks to help them evaluate the
staff such as the automatic marks for certain
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Thus, the proposed Key Performance Indicator (KPI) then tested in term of technical and requirements stated
Management System for Faculty of Informatics and previously. Lastly, it has been implemented to evaluate
Computing adopted WSM approach to evaluate the staff performance as an output of the implementation.
performance of the academic staffs. Besides that, it
provides the guidance of mark to help the evaluator Identification of Evaluation Criteria and Weightage:
evaluating the performance of staffs based on their Evaluation Criteria’s and it weightage are obtained from
Sasaran Kerja Tahunan (SKT). It also can give the the study over the manual form of SKT and interview
feedback of the performance result to the staff and it can session with the user. Table 1 show the result from the
make the staff motivated and will improve their process.
performance[11]. The criteria use to calculate the
performances are taken from (SKT) form such as
Penghasilan Kerja, Pengetahuan dan Kemahiran,
Kualiti Peribadi and Kegiatan dan Sumbangan di Luar
Tugas Rasmi.

The next part of the paper is organized as follow: 

Overview of methods and materials- Explaination of
the development method and weight sum
methodology.
Result and discussion- The system of KPI
management system 
Conclusion – the summary of previous discussion

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The process of developing the KPI system divided
into six (6) phases as illustrated in Fig. 1. It starts with
identifying the problems of currently used approach. Next,
the acquisition of related requirements for the system is
obtained through a few information gathering techniques.
One of main requirement is the evaluation criteria and its
weightage. Besides that, identification of users at each
level also collected. Then, the specification of the system
is developed to fulfill the requirements. The development
of  the  system  took  place  on  the next step. The system

Table 1: Criteria and weightage

Criteria (C) Weight (W)

Penghasilan Kerja (PK) 50
Pengetahuan dan Kemahiran (PNK) 25
Kualiti Peribadi (KP) 20
Kegiatan dan Sumbangan di Luar Tugas Rasmi(KDS) 5

Weight Sum Method (WSM): In decision theory, the
weighted sum model (WSM)[6-7] is the best known and
simplest multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA).
Weighted Sum Method is generally-used method in the
literature of rational decision making and management
science. This method has been applied as a group
decision making technique in the field of quality
management and operations. Many researchers in
decision sciences and authors in strategic decision
making follow the WSM as the standard for comparisons,
as it gives the most acceptable results for the majority of
single dimensional problems where the unit of multiple
criteria are the same as stated by [12].

This Formula for weighted sum method

j weighted sum = W j +W j  + ……………W j (1)1 1 2 2 n n

where W denoted relative weight of criteria’s and j is the
criteria’s

Fig. 1: The steps of KPI management system development methodology
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Weighted sum method is score based on alternative.
In this project academic staffs will be the alternatives and
calculation for performance is based on above criteria.
Weight for each criterion is determined by head of
department. Based on the formula, the calculation of
weighted sum method for the staffs depicted as shown in
table 2-table 4 respectively. According to the results, the
highest total marks represent the best staff performance.

Table 2: Result from calculation using weighted sum method for Academic

lectures in Computer Science Department (SK)

Staff PK (50%) PNK (25%) KP(20%) KDS(5%) Total

A1 (30/50) *50 (22/30) *25 (25/40) *20 (7/10) *5 64.33

A2 (35/50) *50 (15/30) *25 (30/40) *20 (5/10) *5 65.00

A3 (25/50) *50 (25/30) *25 (35/40) *20 (3/10) *5 64.83

Table 3: Result from calculation using weighted sum method for

Multimedia Department (MM)

Staff PK (50%) PNK (25%) KP(20%) KDS(5%) Total

B1 (35/50) *50 (20/30) *25 (32/40) *20 (8/10) *5 71.67

B2 (37/50) *50 (18/30) *25 (30/40) *20 (6/10) *5 70

B3 (28/50) *50 (25/30) *25 (35/40) *20 (4/10) *5 65.83

Table 4: Result from calculation using weighted sum method for

Information Technology Department (IT)

Staff PK (50%) PNK (25%) KP(20%) KDS(5%) Total

C1 (35/50) *50 (25/30) *25 (36/40) *20 (7/10) *5 77.33

C2 (37/50) *50 (18/30) *25 (32/40) *20 (7/10) *5 71.5

C3 (28/50) *50 (25/30) *25 (33/40) *20 (5/10) *5 67.83

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In  this  section,   the   functions   and    designs  of
KPI   Management    System    are   discussed.   The  GUI
of  the  system  is  captured  and  shown  as  in  Figure 2
to   5.   Figure   5   shows interface   for   academic  staffs
to   login.   It   will   shows   information   detail   of  the
staff.

Evaluators  will  fill  in  the  form as in Fig X.
Evaluators must fill the marks between 1 to 10 in the space
provided. Then the results of the evaluation will be shown
in Fig X. The results of the academic staffs performance
calculated were using weighted sum method. Each
criterion has weight values to calculate evaluation
performance.

Fig. 2: Interface Login for users

Fig. 3: Interface for Staff Information
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Fig. 4: Interface for evaluation performance

Fig. 5: Interface for result evaluation performance

CONCLUSION was beneficial and useful to the management in assessing
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